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North Cornwall Township 

Joint Planning Meeting 

Minutes for April 12, 2011 
 
Call to Order: 
 

The April 12, 2011 joint planning meeting of the North Cornwall Township Board of Supervisors and Planning 
Commission was called to order by Mr. Heister at 6:40pm with the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.  The meeting 
was held at the Neversink Fire Company Social Hall.  The meeting was duly advertised and properly posted. 
 
In attendance were Ralph D. Heister, III, Chairman, Kip Kelly, Vice-Chairman, Ammon Peiffer, member, Mark 
Maria, Bob Gearhart, Rob McNamee, Harold Kreider, Jennifer Eirich, David DiDonna, Jim Caldwell, Harry Roth 
and Robin Getz.  Ellie Salahub was absent. 
 
Township residents/property owners in attendance per the sign in sheet were Vicki Kreider, Bryan Kreider, Maryann 
Kreider, Perry Hilbert, Kristen Yeagley, Larry Bowman, Dennis Cehringer, Tom Buzby, Pat Jornov, Tom Long, 
Fred Tomco, Randy Ebersole, Geoffrey A. Rich, Peggy Brown, Robert Cortright, Dan Hayes, Sam Abram, Ed 
Copenhaver, John Norris, Kevin Causak, Peggy Brown, Bob Cortright, Marlin Shenk, Frances D. Light and Gene R. 
Light.  Others in attendance per the sign in sheet were Andrea Gillhoolley, Lebanon Daily News. 
 

Discussion: 
 

Mr. Heister stated the reason for this meeting is to continue our review of the Second Draft of the proposed Zoning 
Ordinance.  He stated that people were asked to submit any written comments to the Board by March 1 and at the 
last meeting we began the process of working through those letters and spending time on discussion as necessary.  
He stated that the Board had received a request to give a presentation, but felt that would not be productive to the 
process and would be out of turn as to the process already established.  He then turned the meeting over to Mr. Roth 
to continue with the letters of concern. 
 
Mr. Roth stated that he went through several letters at the last meeting and as a result has compiled and will 
maintain a running list of those requests/concerns. 
 
Mr. Roth then began by addressing comment letters that were received picking up where we had concluded at the 
prior meeting. 
 
Randy Ebersole: 
 
-His concern was involving section 322.C.21 as it related to the sign requirements, specifically prohibiting banners, 
streamers, balloons and the like.  He included that such materials are used by retail businesses including but not 
limited to automobile dealers to inform the public of special sales opportunities. 
 
Mr. Gearhart added that such items are permitted across the street in North Lebanon Township and by prohibiting 
this type of display was placing Mr. Ebersole at a competitive disadvantage. 
 
Mr. Roth stated that the language is standard if the point of the provision was to in fact clear the clutter along your 
highways.  Such decorations strung along the entire frontage create visual chaos for the driving public.  It was his 
understanding through a variety of conversations that it was the township’s intent to clean-up the character of our 
highways.  There are provisions for temporary signs announcing events. 
 
Benton Webber of Rettew: 
 
-Provided information concerning the Floodplain sections which would be in line with the new FEMA regulations. 
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Mr. Roth stated that he has been I contact with Leslie Korn to work through this section.  There are some difficulties 
with enforcements, permitting from their perspective.  It is included in the proposed ordinance; however he will 
continue to get the requirements in line with the acceptable standards.  When those corrections are completed he will 
rely on FEMA signing off of the standards that will ultimately be included in the document.  He also noted that there 
is a countywide effort to update the floodplain regulations which has worked as a trigger for all municipalities to get 
up to speed and make the necessary changes to ensure that all residents are eligible for flood insurance. 
 
Mr. Roth also noted that when the next draft goes to print he will make sure that the highlighted changes are clearer.   
 
Charles Wertz, Lebanon County Conservation District: 
 
-He made comment to Section 200 adding that there are several Acts that have been recently passed that would 
supersede what is in the ordinance. 
 
-He commented to Section 321.E related to the selection of planting material. 
 
Mr. Roth commented that this was a theme received by several residents.  He would be working with Mr. 
Copenhaver to work through some of the acceptable plant selections to enhance the list that is currently contained in 
the document. 
 
-He offered comment concerning Section 511-Riparian buffers and reiterated that the Conservation District has no 
regulatory authority. 
 
Mr. Roth will continue working with Mr. Wertz to reach satisfactory language in this area. 
 
Ms. Getz also commented that there are new Federal standards that will need to be recognized and included as well 
 
-He offered comment concerning Section 515-Forestry. 
 
Mr. Roth commented that Mr. Buzby had also offered comment concerning this topic.  He believes that they have 
worked through this piece.  There are several pieces that are legitimate and he will work with Mr. Wertz to have 
them incorporated.  He did, however, recommend that the minimum standards not apply. 
 
Mr. Roth also commented that Mr. Copenhaver brought something to his attention in his letter that he had not even 
considered and that was to specify the use of a Certified Landscape Technician or a PA Certified Horticulturalist.  
He also noted that the Landscape Architects Review Board of PA is currently reviewing and considering this as a 
requirement for all government related projects. 
 
-Mr. Wertz commented on Section 424-concerning CAFO’s in feeding areas of concentrated farming activities.  
 
Mr. Roth was amenable to having gravel flooring verses concrete in these areas as a result of discussion concerning 
the local practice involving a calf hutch. 
 
Lebanon County Planning: 
 
Mr. Roth commented that the review letter rehashes many of the items listed in their original letter. 
 
Ms. Getz was instructed to provide the Planning Commission members with a copy to make sure they in fact have 
the most recent version.  This letter will be discussed at the next meeting of April 26, 2011. 
 
Lebanon Valley Chamber-Dennis Gehringer/Larry Bowman: 
 
Mr. Roth commented that they have provided multiple letters concerning both drafts of the document and are 
requesting the broadest change recommendations. 
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Mr. Roth felt the original review letter dated March 2, 2011 that was received offering comment for the 2nd draft 
seems to be the most common in theme and recommended working from that letter.  It was noted that this letter was 
only disseminated on March 17, 2011. 
 
-Heavy Equipment sales/service in the commercial zone. 
 
-Process for consideration in which they insinuate that the Board of Supervisors has conducted the drafting of this 
ordinance in a secretive manner. 
 
Mr Roth stated that the process of consideration by the Township has not provided public discourse since the first 
reveal.  He disagrees with the comment as the process has been open and many decisions have been made in a 
public venue. 
 
Mr. Bowman commented that you cannot reveal a 450 document without any prior discussion or public input. 
 
Mr. Heister responded that this document is a result of public meetings and discussions over the last ten or eleven 
years.  From the time the Comprehensive Plan was created.  The Township had hired Urban Research to review the 
zoning ordinance who said it was woefully lacking.  This is a result of years of the Planning Commission and 
developers complaining about problems and issues with the current ordinance. 
 
Mr. McNamee inquired if there were five different consultants the Township hired if they would come up with five 
different sets of comments and opinions. 
 
Mr. Heister continued that by working with Springwood there was much discussion and as a result the Board felt it 
better to have something to work with than to take a leap of faith.  After attempting for 10 or 11 years and it going 
nowhere and as a result of discussions we have received valuable feedback and made appropriate changes. 
 
-Ordinance is complicated-the table of content only lists items and not standards. 
 
-Many of the revisions made are concealed. 
 
-The Tuck Business Park is incorrectly designated.  
 
Dr. Maria commented that he did not believe the Manufacturing district should be allowed in such close proximity 
to the school and thinks it should be relocated. 
 
Mr. Gehringer doesn’t think the Township should allow such ugly things in this district period. 
 
Mr. Heister responded that all of this land is owned by Springwood and as long as it develops as planned none of 
those potential uses will happen. 
 
-Title Page the TDR designation needs to be removed. 
 
-TND-not referenced. 
 
Mr Gehringer commented that there are different definitions to a bank and finance office and the definitions will not 
allow them in certain districts such as a stock broker would not be permitted in office use. 
 
-Numerous design standards should be in the SLDO. 
 
Mr. Roth commented that this is a constant difference of opinion.  Mr. Roth believes it guarantees uniformity and 
does not allow the Supervisors that much leverage and potential unfair treatment.  He felt that if your ordinance is 
good this provision should stay in Zoning for that reason. 
 
-Numerous references that is not correct. 
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Mr. Roth commented that there is an extensive list in the beginning of the Ordinance that addresses those cases; 
however there are cases where we exceeded minimums following discussion.  This was based on the old argument 
that the state has off of these requirements and does nothing about it.  Our reason for incorporating it is that you can 
utilize Township code enforcement.  Some municipalities are satisfied with the amount of protection they are 
providing. 
 
Mr. Buzby commented that he felt they were onerous and expensive that it becomes a burden to the residents. 
 
Mr. Kelly commented that they have been included because they will be required due to the Chesapeake Bay 
initiatives and we have taken a necessary step to avoid potential litigation. 
 
Mr. Heister added that the 100 year floodplain standards are inadequate compared to current conditions which will 
escalate as development continues not only in the Township but our upstream counterparts as well.  We are trying to 
be proactive to protect all residents from flood damage. 
 
-Forestry-solved 
 
-Riparian Buffers-solved with the Conservation District 
 
-Individual Lot Grading-removed 
 
-Noxious Species-contained in the ordinance 
 
-Home Occupation 
 
Mr. Roth noted that it provides for two to meet the MPC that states you must provide minor impact home 
occupations.  It is permitted by right but is limited.  Other home businesses could be approved by special exception. 
 
Mr. Hilbert inquired if this will go by square feet? 
 
Mr. Gehringer commented that with this provision all existing will fall under a non-conforming use. 
 
 Mr. Roth commented that point is it is a state standard.  The Legislature wanted to provide this requirement. He 
went on to state no repairs would be permitted in open areas nor would any storage of business material be permitted 
in a garage or accessory building.  The theory of the language being if you are not willing to live with it in your 
home than you shouldn’t expose your neighbors to it.  The determination is in terms of scale, use and impact. 
 
Dr. Maria inquired that he wouldn’t think the Township would want it to be more intrusive. 
 
Mr. Roth responded that the ordinance is very home/employment friendly. 
 
-Keeping of domestic pets-It was discussed that 4 adults is adequate but will clean up the language. 
 
-Single land use of more than 20,000 square feet is treated as a shopping center. 
 
Mr. Gehringer suggested making the threshold that determines the shopping center designation increased in total 
square footage. 
 
Mr. Roth suggested 60,000 square feet as an alternative.  It was estimated that a regular Giant is approximately 
75,000 square feet.  Anything under 60,000 square feet has separate guidelines.  The ordinance is actually providing 
a disincentive for small scale two store uses. 
 
Mr. Heister commented that was to save land verses eat it up with a bunch of small stores. 
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Mr. Gehringer continued his discussion of small two building uses and argued that it is the scale not the use that 
should make that determination. 



 
Mr. Peiffer commented that he did not want to discourage small business. 
 
Mr. Roth responded that it does not, however it does push for coordinated development efforts. 
 
-Multi-Story Development. 
 
Mr. Roth commented that this was a novel idea and not a wide spread use.  I would be a disincentive for some land 
uses but it makes the most of the commercial ground that is left. 
 
Mr Gehringer commented that the current comprehensive plan looks at low heights and doesn’t envision items under 
the proposed ordinance.  He felt people just can’t afford to do this. 
 
Mr. Heister responded that we need to look at what we have now and have of vision of what the future land might 
look like.  Just as the landscape has drastically changed in the last fifty years we can expect the same changes in the 
next fifty years. 
 
Mr. Kelly added that the future of business if we keep building one story buildings we won’t have the space to 
create a healthy development that the long term density will have.  We also need to protect that viability with some 
forward thinking. 
 
Mr. Buzby still felt it would be too expensive for business to locate which will be discouraging to people to come in 
and locate here.  He felt it sounds novel and expensive.  That is his sense. 
 
-Parking Garage Facilities 
 
Mr. Gehringer felt is does not consider variety of functions. 
 
Mr. Roth confirmed that what is operational should not be handled by the Township in that the building code will 
deal with those matters.  The design as written are measured standards. 
 
Mr. Gehringer will forward some reference material that he utilized in his comment. 
 
-Items identified in the letter as “16, 17 and 18” are all issue dealing with Rural Residential.  It is acknowledged that 
this district as permitted in the AG district.  Although this began as an error it was discovered that it is acceptable as 
written. 
 
-Side yard of 10’-was 5’ in old ordinance and Mr. Roth would suggest it return to 5’. 
 
-100’ AG Zone setback 
 
Mr. Gehringer thought we were anticipating a use on an existing lot it would create nonconformity. 
 
Mr. Roth commented that this separation burden has fallen on the AG community for a long time and many 
municipalities are requiring the sharing of those burdens.  The language provides incentive to follow design 
standards. 
 
-Same setback to the TND Zone 
 
-Density bonuses are insufficient (not enough profit margin to make it worthwhile) 
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-Item #23 concepts give you discretion that you do not have-The attorney agreed with Mr. Roth’s language. 
 
-Lot grading-eliminated. 
 
-Draft Lighting Ordinance. 



 
Mr. Roth reported that in checking on the model provided by Mr. Gehringer he discovered that the author had not 
yet authorized it for public use.  Mr. Gehringer was concerned over the light values under the canopy’s and Mr. Roth 
concurred that we should add some transition standards. 
 
-Littering-this is related to land uses. 
 
-Noise-Mr. Gehringer thought we would be better served to have this as a free standing ordinance. 
 
-Noise 
 
Mr. Roth informed the Chamber that the Board agreed to increase all numbers by 10 decibels. 
 
 
-Inconsistent-Duplicative 
 
Mr. Roth commented that Article 4 is related to specific land uses.  This is the customary way to deal with it.  It 
should have the same consistency and considerations to all land uses. 
 
-Parking Standards-Mr. Gehringer felt they were out of date compared to new standards (based off of maximum 
occupancy by the Fire Code) and not one space per seat.  The Planning Commission will take another look at this 
item. 
 
-Planting Separations-Mr. Copenhaver will weigh in on this topic. 
 
-Approved Vegetation-Mr. Copenhaver will weigh in on this topic. 
 
-Regulations concerning political signs-the solicitor is researching this item. 
 
-The RR Zone has not reflected recreational vehicles 
 
Mr. Roth is not convinced that recreational vehicles, boats and trailers should be included in this zone. 
 
-List restrictions of adult uses/methadone clinics. 
 
-Fences/Walls-was resolved with the 1st draft. 
 
-Funeral refers to Mixed Use Zone that needs to be removed. 
 
-Sales/Vehicles and Recreational Equipment-Mr. Gehringer would like the time line removed. 
 
-Venting of fans towards adjoining residential (or commercial) areas. 
 
-Residential Swimming Pools should be expanded 
 
-Section (B) of 473 is duplicated-Mr. Roth commented that the International Residential Code should reconcile any 
conflict. 
 
-Extensive environmental submission (Article 5) - Mr. Roth agrees with Mr. Gehringer where applicability narrows. 
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-Footers continue with the TDR references-Mr. Roth state it is there for the time when this Zone might return to be 
part of the ordinance. 
 
Mr. Roth reported that there were subsequent letters however the issues were similar in nature.   
 
Mr. Roth reported that where section 113 dealing with passenger vehicles and heavy equipment he would need to go 
back and fine tune the definition to include the recommended gross vehicle weight of 26,000 as the determining 
limit. 



 
Mr. Roth reported that he had received information concerning incorporating gas/oil drilling within the Township.  
The Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors has provided to its membership a draft ordinance to 
utilize in this area.  He believes the original inquiry came from County Commissioner Jo Ellen Litz. 
 
Mr. Heister announced that the next Joint Planning Meeting will be held Tuesday, April 26, 2011 beginning at 
6:30PM at this location (Neversink Fire Company Social Hall). 
 
With no other business to come before the board the meeting was adjourned at 10:12PM by motion of Ralph, 
seconded by Ammon with all voting in favor. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Robin L. Getz 
Recording Secretary 
 
rlg 
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